What’s New in iamaware™!
iamaware™ offers a groundbreaking single pane view of your disparate enterprise IAM solutions. You can assess the
productivity and value of your IAM investment, monitor operations to identify potential issues before they bring
systems down, forecast IAM resource needs based on actual usage and trends resulting in far lower IAM operational
costs and improved productivity.
Recent enhancements and additions include visibility into IAM products from:

Monitor SailPoint IdentityIQ environment
iamaware™ now proactively measures and monitors the productivity, security, infrastructure & health of
a Sailpoint Identity IQ environment. This includes:
o Dashboards for the operations, security & administration
o Broad and deep SailPoint infrastructure views (servers, databases, etc.)
o SailPoint metrics along with the rest of the enterprise’s IAM e.g. AD, Azure AD, access
management, privileged identity mgt, etc.)

We now offer improved views of IBM IAM suite of products

o Administrators can be alerted when applications become unavailable through ISAM gateways
(junction status monitored in real time).
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iamaware™ identifies deviations and changes in ISAM configuration, including junction
configurations, changes to ACLs, attachment points etc.
Charts and graphs help with performance monitoring so you can quickly identify whether
bottlenecks are within ISAM gateways or applications by tracking response times by request.
Graphs show you response times for provisioning/de-provisioning requests in ISIM, so you can
identify whether bottlenecks are in ISIM or in the managed applications.

Enhanced monitoring of synchronization between ISIM and IGI helps quickly alert you if there are
any inconsistencies between them

Monitor identities/users in your AD, Azure AD and Office365
o

iamaware™ now monitors user information for on premise and cloud based Microsoft Directory
domains. Metrics include:
 Total number of users
 Number of active/inactive users
 Number of licenses (for Office365 and Azure)
 Users who have not logged in for 30 days
 Number of failed logins

Stay on top of IAM tickets in ServiceNow
o

Identify different types of IAM related incidents, requests and their status within ServiceNow

o Trends will help you prepare for heavy loads and proactively get ahead of escalating issues

For more information:
www.pontisresearch.com/iamaware
(805) 777-7424 x2001

